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History
While there are over 500 species of stingless bees throughout the world, only a few cultures have

developed stingless-bee beekeeping (meliponi-culture.) No one knows why the bees lost their ability to “sting” or
inject venom. Bees are raised in artificial nests for honey, wax, and resin, and the Mayans of the Yucatán Peninsula

documented this practice. However, meliponiculture practically disappeared after European colonialists
introduced the honeybee, and after the urbanization of Mexico. Recently, activists have helped revive the practice

of meliponiculture in Mexico, and today there are around 500 meliponicultura in the country.

Threats Recovery Plan

While meliponicultura is being revived today, there
are many challenges limiting the sustainability of the

practice. For instance, beekeepers need to be
constantly alert to predators, parasites, diseases, and
storms that could affect the colony. Other challenges
such as urbanization, deforestation, and government

regulations threaten meliponicultura.
Additionally, Melipona honey is not

recognized as honey in North America or Europe,
meaning the honey can only be sold to locals. The

honey can be integrated into luxury products and sold
internationally.

The Melipona Maya Foundation emphasizes the need
to ensure the sustainability of meliponicultura before
expanding tourism opportunities. While products are

currently being sold to tourists, there aren’t marketing
strategies in place to expand the products. While

meliponicultura tourism is not well developed, with
the cooperation of hotels and universities,

opportunities for tourists to interact with stingless
bees could be worked into the practice sustainably.

Tourism Location
Meli-tourism is similar to the experiences in most butterfly pavilions. Unlike honeybee tourism, meli-tourism

doesn’t require specialty gear to interact with the bees. While the specifics of meliponarios vary, they usually have
a thatched roof and a water moat to deter ants from accessing the hives. If you visit a meliponario, expect a typical

tour by a beekeeper. Beekeepers will describe the meliponario and open a beehive to give a general overview of
the bees’ behavior. You may even be invited to taste the honey or pollen. In some cases, worker bees may land on

the tourists and allow themselves to be held.
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